Coronaviruses pose serious health threats to humans and other animals. 25 Understanding the mechanisms of their replication has important implications for 26 global health and economic stability. Nonstructural protein 9 (nsp9) is an essential 27 RNA binding protein for coronavirus replication. However, the mechanisms of the 28 dimerization and nucleic acid binding of nsp9 remain elusive. Here, we report four 29 crystal structures, including wild-type porcine delta coronavirus (PDCoV) nsp9, 30 PDCoV nsp9-ΔN7 (N-terminal 7 amino acids deleted), wild-type porcine epidemic 31 diarrhea virus (PEDV) nsp9, and PEDV nsp9-C59A mutant. These structures reveal 32 the diverse dimerization forms of coronavirus nsp9. We first find that the N-finger of 33 nsp9 from PDCoV plays a critical role in dimerization. Meanwhile, PEDV nsp9 is 34 distinguished by the presence of a disulfide bond in the dimer interface. Interestingly, 35 size-exclusion chromatography and analytical ultracentrifugation analyses indicate 36 that the PDCoV nsp9-ΔN7 and PEDV nsp9-C59A mutants are monomeric in solution. 37 In addition, electrophoretic mobility shift assays and microscale thermophoresis 38 analysis indicate that the monomeric forms of PDCoV nsp9 and PEDV nsp9 still have 39 nucleic acid binding affinity, but it is lower than that of the wild type. Our results 40 show that the diverse dimerization forms of coronavirus nsp9 proteins enhance their 41 nucleic acid binding affinity.
Based on the sequence alignment, the N-finger motif and GXXXG motif of the 153 protein are highly conserved (Fig. 1D ). To determine whether these motifs are 154 actually critical for the dimerization of other re-emerged coronavirus nsp9s, the 155 PEDV nsp9 should be further investigated.
156
The disulfide bond is critical for the dimerization of PEDV nsp9 157 Two potential dimer interfaces are observed in the PEDV nsp9 crystal. One of the 158 dimers observed in the crystals is formed by the parallel association of the C-terminal 159 α-helices (Fig. 5A ). The helices from the two monomers pack together closely 160 because the heart of the dimer interface consists of three glycines (Gly95, Gly99 and 161 Gly102), which form a hydrophobic interface and stabilize the dimer. The α-helix 162 atoms of the two Gly95 residues show the closest distance of 3.3 Å, and the distance 163 between the two Gly102 residues is 10.3 Å, with a very weak hydrophobic interaction 
173
We applied biochemical techniques to determine the oligomeric state of PEDV 174 nsp9 in solution. We performed AUC and confirmed the monomeric and dimeric the disulfide-bonded nsp9 dimer might be an artifact in the infected cells ( Fig. 5G ).
198
To further validate the importance of the disulfide bond in dimer formation, we 199 analyzed the structure of the nsp9-C59A mutant. The crystals belong to space group 200 P4 3 2 1 2. The structure is determined by molecular replacement and refined to 3.0 Å 201 resolution ( Table 1 ). The crystal structure of the nsp9-C59A mutant monomer also 202 shows 7 β-strands and an α-helix appended at the C-terminus ( To test whether Cys59 and the glycines in the α-helix (Gly95, Gly99, Gly102) are 214 related to nucleic acid binding of PEDV nsp9, we designed three mutants, nsp9-C59A, were performed to examine the nucleic acid binding affinity of each mutant. The 217 ssDNA binding affinity of the nsp9-C59A mutant is somewhat weaker than that of the 218 wild-type nsp9 protein, whereas the nsp9-G95E/G99E/G102E mutant shows very 219 weak binding affinity, and the nsp9-C59A/G95E/G99E/G102E mutant shows almost 220 no binding affinity ( Fig. 6A, 6B ). Furthermore, MST assays were performed to obtain 221 quantitative measurements of the binding affinities. The results show that the 222 wild-type PEDV nsp9 protein bound to ssDNA with a K d of 145 μM, the nsp9-C59A 223 mutant shows a 2.7-fold reduction in ssDNA binding, the nsp9-G95E/G99E/G102E 224 mutant shows a 14-fold reduction, and the nsp9-C59A/G95E/G99E/G102E mutant 225 shows much weaker binding affinity, with a 36-fold reduction (Fig. 6C ). The results the putative β sheet-stabilized dimer (24). Based on the structure of SARS-CoV nsp9, 303 we observe that positively charged amino acids are present on the loops. In our study, 304 the PEDV nsp9-K10A, nsp9-R68A/K69A and nsp9-R106A mutants mildly affect 305 ssDNA binding activity, whereas the nsp9-K10A/R68A/K69A/R106A mutant reveals 306 a significant reduction in ssDNA binding (Fig. 7B, 7C) , which confirmed the 307 importance of highly positively charged residues exposed on the protein surface in 308 ssDNA binding. Many amino acids in a single protein may participate in ssDNA 309 binding, and thus, it is reasonable that a single-residue mutation could have a 310 moderate effect on ssDNA binding activity. We hypothesize that the potential site of 311 RNA binding is on the face of PEDV nsp9 present on strands β1 and β6 (Fig. 1B) .
312 Surprisingly, the nsp9-Y82A mutant strongly enhances the ssDNA binding affinity 313 (Fig. 7B, 7C ) and L6A and N8A of PDCoV nsp9 unexpectedly induced an 314 enhancement of the ssDNA binding affinity, which may be caused by 315 decreasing steric hindrance. Whether the nsp9-Y82A mutant affects viral replication 316 should be further investigated. In addition, we have attempted to solve the structure of 317 the nsp9-RNA or DNA complexes. Unfortunately, we were unable to obtain the 318 crystals of the nsp9-RNA or DNA complexes.
319
Nsp9 is able to bind ssDNA or ssRNA (22, 25), although binding of ssRNA is 320 expected to be the native function. In the infected cell, the coupling/compartmentation Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) 437 An electrophoretic mobility shift assay was performed as described previously (40).
438
A 5′-Cy5-labeled 36-mer ssDNA oligonucleotide 
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